
Passion for Wood Floors
Established in 1919, Bona is a world leading innovator with a unique system for wooden 

floor treatment. Through subsidiaries and distributors we have local presence in more than 

50 different countries enabling us to be close to our customers and craftsmen.

Our long commitment and passion for wooden floors enable us to offer lasting, sustainable 

results that meet all wooden floor needs for professionals and floor owners alike. 

Bona FlexiSand Pro System
Designed for all challenges 

Sanding down to bare wood

Intermediate wood sanding

Smoothing of concrete

Grinding of screeds

Residue removal

Power outlet for optional
accessories

Handles on the cover plate make 
it easy to carry

Large wheels for easy
transportation

Thermal and power overload fuse 
ensures operational safety

Dust protection skirt on cover 
plate is self-adjusting in height

Folding and stepless shaft 
adjustment for easy handling

The Bona FlexiSand 1.5 — Optimised for Bare Wood Sanding

Smooth surface results
Rotating discs follow the contours of the floor, securing an even surface and 

worry-free sanding results. 

Compact and smart design
Through improved ergonomics and a compact, light-weight design, 

the Bona FlexiSand 1.5 is easy to handle, transport and store. 

The next generation in the Bona FlexiSand Pro System is here. The all-new Bona FlexiSand 

1.5 revolutionises bare wood sanding. Geared for the unique Bona Power Drive, it is the 

first direction-free sanding machine that can sand down to bare wood. It operates in all 

directions, allowing you to complete every sanding task with ease and comfort.

Easy to operate
Direction-free sanding from the rotating discs ensures smooth movement across the floor 

and delivers outstanding sanding results, with minimal risk of sanding down too deep.
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One Versatile System 
Bona FlexiSand Pro System
Bona FlexiSand Pro System is our promise of simplicity and guarantee of a smoother 

working process – one flexible solution for all flooring challenges. Whether it’s pre-

cleaning, sanding, oiling or polishing, the all-purpose system offers a dynamic 

solution with exceptional quality and performance. One powerful solution is at hand 

in one versatile system.

Now Bona introduces the next generation in the FlexiSand Pro System – the Bona 

FlexiSand 1.5. With a strong and reliable 1.5 kW motor, it is the world’s first machine 

specially made for direction-free bare wood sanding, while delivering uncompromising 

performance for every sanding task.

Bona Multidisc
Bona Multidisc, with six plates (125mm), takes fine sanding 
performance to the next level. The fantastically smooth 
end-results make Bona Multidisc the perfect sanding tool, 
before staining wooden floors, oiling with pigmented oil or 
applying finishes.

Intermediate and 
fine sanding

Bona Pad Drive
The Bona Pad Drive is delivered with Bona FlexiSand 
machines. Bona Pad Drive is a multi-purpose tool that can 
be used with a pad to oil or stain wooden floors. When a pad 
and screen are mounted on the Bona Pad Drive, intermediate 
sanding is easily performed. Oiled surfaces can be polished 
to increase the lustre of the floor.

Buffing Cleaning Intermediate sanding 
with screens

Bona Quattro Disc
Bona Quattro Disc is perfect for reducing and smoothing 
out drum marks and rotational scratches from edger 
machines. The four grinding plates (150mm) increase the 
grinding pressure and enable effective sanding without 
compromising on smooth end-results.

Intermediate and  
fine sanding

Bare wood 
sanding
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Bona Power Drive
A breakthrough development specially for the Bona FlexiSand 
1.5, the Bona Power Drive delivers optimal performance in 
bare wood sanding. Equipped with geared rotating discs, its 
unique design ensures direction-free sanding and high power. 
It is also easy to operate in narrow areas and corners.

Bona PCD Disc
Bona PCD Disc contains PCD segments in combination with 
diamond segments for more aggressive sanding. This makes 
Bona PCD disc especially effective for removing stubborn 
residues such as adhesives, carpet foam backing and epoxy. 
Can be extended with 5 segments.

Residue removal –  
adhesives, carpet foam, epoxy

Bona Diamond Disc
Bona Diamond Disc is delivered with diamond segments 
mounted on the plate. They are especially developed for 
removing the sinter layer from screeds and/or concrete. Can 
also be used for cleaning/levelling after using PCD disc and 
can be extended with 5 segments.

Smoothing of 
concrete

Grinding of Screeds

The Bona FlexiSand Standard Edition
Whether it’s sanding, cleaning or polishing a wooden floor, the Bona FlexiSand Standard Edition 
is a high performer with great flexibility.
 
It features a strong two-speed motor, an interchangeable disc system and 
ergonomic design. Easy to operate, transport and store, it is an effective 
solution for multiple wood flooring needs.
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Complete Compatibility
The Bona FlexiSand Pro System offers the most flexible flooring solution for contractors. With Bona’s comprehensive range 

of sanding discs, specially developed for use on wooden floors, you will get the most out of your work, regardless of task. 

The complete range provides excellent results every time, whether used to remove tough surface materials, or fine sanding 

before finishing for a beautiful floor.

Great with  
Bona FlexiSand 1.5


